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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Objections

1. Claims 5, 7-10, 13, 15, 20-25, 27, and 29 are objected to because of the following

informalities:

In claim 5, "the vvavekey" is lacking antecedent basis.

In claims 7-10, "expected vvavekey" is lacking antecedent basis.

In claims 13, 15, 20, "waveke/' is lacking antecedent basis.

Claim 21 depends on claim 17 where dependency on claim 18 may be intended. Othenwse,

. antecedent basis for "RESULT_LlSTi and RESULT_L1ST2" is lacking.

In claims 22-25, "expected vvavekey" is lacking antecedent basis.

In claims 27 and 29, "the vvavekey" is lacking antecedent basis.

Appi opriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - USC S 112

2. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The spccificiition shall mnclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

3. Claims 3-5, 8-10, 12-I5, 18-20, and 23-29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter

which applicant regards as the invention.

In claims 3-5, 8-10, 12-15, 18-20, and 23-29, the antecedent basis for "the light path" is

unclear. Parent claims i and 16 introduce three "light paths": (1) "an existing light path", (2) "a potential

light path", and (3) "a light path between a source node and a destination node" "to be monitored". These

claims use the term "the light path", but it is unclear which of the three "light paths" is intended for

antecedent basis. Accordingly, these claims are indefinite.

In claim 13, "the list of all optical nodes in the OCN" lacks antecedent basis. Also, "the CN

(Control Network) topology information" lacks antecedent basis.

In claim 15, "the CN (Control Network) topolog>' information" lacks antecedent basis.
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Claim Rejectioius - USC S 10,^

4, The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set foith in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identiailly disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obsaous at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinaiy skill in the art to ^vhich said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5, This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims under

35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was commonly

owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to the contrary.

Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor and invention dates of

each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was made in order for the

examiner to consider the applicabihtj' of 35 U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior

ait under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

6, Claims 1-3, 6, 12, 14, 16-18, 21, 26, and 28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Rajagopal et al. (U.S. Patent No. 7,120,118 B2, hereinafter "Rajagopal").

Regarding claim 1, Rajagopal discloses:

A method for monitoring a path between a source node and a destination node (source-

destination pair in Fig. 2) in a Communication Network (OCN), the method comprising the steps of:

executing a procedure foi- tracing an existing light path between the source node and the

destination node in the OCN (col. 4, 1. 29-43);

executing a procedure foi* identifying a potential light path be^veen the source node and

the destination node in the OCN (block 212 in Fig. 2);

executing a procedure for identifying the nodes that are travei'sed by the light ])ath

existing bet\veen the source node and the destination node in the OCN (block 502 in Fig. 5B

applies to all current paths, thus being global); and
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executing a procedure for identifying the nodes that are traversed by the light j^ath

existing between the source node and tlie destination node in the OCN (block 502 in Fig. 5B

includes the procedure of identif>dng indiNddual paths as in col. 7, 1. 36-39, thus being local);

wherein the path to be monitored includes a stait node where monitoiing is invoked (e.g., traffic

management nodes (TMNs) provide monitoring step, all paths are monitored in block 200 in Fig. 2, one

of these paths would include a TMN start node where the monitoring step is invoked).

Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

said paths being light paths;

said Communication Network being an Optical Communication NetAvork;

invoking said monitoring through a Command Line Interface (CLI); and

the names Trace, Walk, Global Discovery, and Local Discover]} for the procedures (emphasis

Examinees).

Regarding the limitations about light paths and an optical communication network, notice that

Rajagopal broadly applies to the field of communication networks. Ob\ious variations of communication

networks are those embodied in optical communication networks. At the time the invention was made, it

would have been ob\dous to one of ordinaiy skill in the art to apply the method of Rajagopal to an optical

communication network. One of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to do this foi* the

common motivational benefits of higher bandwidth and higher speed, compared to electrical

communication networks. Furthermore, optical communication networks imply light paths for the

optical communication signals.

Regarding the CLI limitation, notice that Rajagopal's method is realized in computer hardware,

firmware, software, or combinations thereof (col. 11, 1. 63-67). A command line interface is an obvious

limitation for Rajagopal's method since it is an extremely common way for a practitioner to interface with

a computer program, which is generally realized in computer hardware, firmware, software, or

combinations thereof.
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Regarding the limitations about the names Trace, Walk, Global Discoveiy, and Local Discoveiy,

these names are simply descriptive labels that do not add any inventive limitations to the method.

Regarding claim 2, Rajagopal discloses:

A method as claimed in claim i, wherein the step of executing the procedure called Trace

comprises the step of:

constructing lists of nodes that are on the light path to be monitored (e.g., list of nodes from TMN

6 to TMN 3 in col. 8, 1. 28-29 and list of nodes from TMN 3 to TMN 8 in col. 8, 1. 30).

Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

displajang said lists of nodes.

However, displa3'ing such information is an ob\dous technique so that a practitioner can follow

the progression of the method.

Regarding claim 3, Rajagopal discloses:

A metiiod as claimed in claim 2, wherein the step of constructing the lists of nodes, comprises the

steps of:

constructing a list of nodes that are traversed in sequence by the light path from the start node to

the source node as RESULT_LlSTi (e.g., col. 8, 1. 28-29, TMN 3 as stait node and TMN 6 as source node);

and

constructing the list of nodes that are traversed in sequence by the light path from the stait node

to the destination node as RESULT_LIST2 (e.g., col. 8, 1. 30, TMN 3 as stait node and TMN 8 as

destination node).

Regarding claim 6, Rajagopal does not expressly discloses:

A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the step of displaying list of nodes comprises the step of

displajing RESULT^LlSTi and RESULT_L[ST2.

Ho^^'ever, displa}nng such information is an obvious technique so that a practitioner can follow

the progression of the method.

Regarding claim 12, Rajagopal discloses:
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A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the procedure called Global Discoveiy (block 502 in Fig.

5B applies to all current paths, thus being global) comprises the steps of:

flooding the OCN (block 502 in Fig. 5B is described in col. 7, 1. 34-39, ai^d this refers to block 200

in Fig. 2; block 200 may employ flooding of messages to all other nodes as described in col. 4, 1- 36-43)-

Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

displaying a list of nodes traversed by the light path.

However, displa3ing such information is an obvious technique so that a practitioner can follow

the progression of the method.

Regarding claim 14, Rajagopal discloses:

A method as claimed in claim i, wherein the procedure called Local Discovery (bjock 502 in Fig.

5B includes the procedure of identifying indi\adual paths as in col. 7, 1. 36-39. th^^s being local) comprises

the steps of:

constructing lists of optical nodes detected via local neighbour discoveiy (the procedure of

identifying indi\idual paths as in col. 7, 1. 36-39 includes constiiicting lists of optical nodes).

Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

displavdng a list of nodes traversed by die light path.

However, displaying such information is an obvious technique so that a practitioner can follow

the progression of the method.

Regarding claims 16-18, 21, 26, and 28, claims 16, 17, i8, 21, 26, and 28 are system claims

that introduce limitations that correspond to the limitations introduced by method claims 1, 2, 3, 6, 12,

and 14, respectively. Therefore, the recited steps in method claims 1-3, 6, 12, and 14 read on the

corresponding means in system claims 16-18, 21, 26, and 28.

7. Claims .4-5, 7-11, 13, 15, 19-20, 22-25, 27, and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Rajagopal as applied to the claims above, and further in view of Sengupta et al.
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C'From network design to dynamic provisioning and restoration in optical cross-connect mesh networks:

an ai*chitectiiral and algoi ithmicoveniew^', hereinafter "Sengupta")-

Regarding claims 4-5, Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

(claim 4) A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the step of constructing RESULT_LISTi

comprises the step of identifying all nodes pre-provisioned to be on the light path that have detected and

processed a \vavekey corresponding to the light path wherein the wavekey is a signature that uniquely

identifies the Hght path.

(claim 5) A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the step of constaicting RESULT_LIST2

comprises the step of identif>ing all nodes pre-provisioned to be on the light path that have detected and

processed the wavekey corresponding to the light path wherein the wavekey is a signature that uniquely

identifies a light path.

However, the practice of pre-provisioning lightpaths and nodes on these lightpaths through a

signature that uniquely identifies the light path is known in the art, as sho\vn by Sengupta (Fig. 3> section

"'Light|)ath Establishment" on p. 50-51, bridging paragi'aph, notice the label request in Fig. 3 and the

"path identifier" on p. 51, col. 1, full paragraph). At the time the invention was made, it would have

been obvious to one of ordinaiy skill in the art to include such a practice in the method of Rajagopal. One

of ordinaiy skill in the art would have been motivated to do this to prepare these nodes for the

establisimient of the light path through them (Sengupta, p. 49, col. 2, section "Lightpath establishment").

Regarding claim 7, Rajagopal discloses:

A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the procedure called Walk comprises the steps of:

constructing lists of nodes to be pi'esent on the light path to be monitored (e.g., list of nodes {\x>m

TMN 6 toTMN 3 in col. 8, 1. 28-29 and list of nodes from TMN 3 toTMN 8 in col. 8, 1. 30).

Rajagopal does not expressly disclose:

constructing lists of nodes that are provisioned with expected wavekey to be present on the light

path to be monitored; and

dispkiijiug said lists ofnodes.
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Regarding the wavekey limitation, see the application of Sengupta to the corresponding wavekey

limitation in the treatment of claims 4-5 above.

Regarding the displa}ing limitation, displajdng such information is an ob^^ous technique so that a

practitioner can follow the progression of the method.

Regarding claim 8, Rajagopal in view of Sengupta discloses:

A method as claimed in claim 7, wherein the step of constiucting lists of nodes that are

pi'ovisioned with ex])ected wavekey to be present oji the lightpath to be monitored comprises the steps of:

constructing the list of nodes that are proxnsioned to be present with expected ^vavekey on the

light path from the start node to the source node as RESULT_LlSTi (e.g., col 8, L 28-29, TMN 3 as start

node and TM N 6 as source node); and

constructing the list of nodes that are prosnsioned to be present on the light path from the start

node to the destination node as RESULT_L1ST2 (e.g., col. 8, 1. 30, TMN 3 as start node and TMN 8 as

destination node).

Regarding claim 9, Rajagopal in view of Sengupta discloses:

A method as claimed in claim 8, wherein the step of constnicting RESULT_LISTi comprises the

step of identifying nodes that are provisioned to process the expected wavekey corresponding to the light

l^ath, wherein the wavekey is a signature that uniquely identifier the light path (Sengupta, Fig. 3, section

' Lightpath Establishment" on p. 50-51, bridging paragraph, notice the label request in Fig. 3 and the

"path identifier' on p. 51, col. 1, 1^^ full paragraph).

Regarding claim 10, Rajagopal in view of Sengupta discloses:

A method as claimed in claim 8, w^herein the step of constnicting RESULT_LIST2 comprises the

step of identifying nodes that ai'e provisioned to process the expected wavekey corresponding to the light

path, wherein the wavekey is a signature that uniquely identifies the light path (Sengupta, Fig. 3, section

"Lightpath Establishment" on p. 50-51, bridging paragraph, notice the label request in Fig. 3 and the

"path identifier" on p. 51, col. i, full paragraph).

Regarding claim 11, Rajagopal in view of Sengupta does not expressly disclose:
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A method as claimed in claim 7, wherein the step of displajang the lists of nodes comprises the

stepof displa3'-ing RESULT_LISTi and RESULT_L1ST2.

Howevei*, displaying such information is an obsnous technique so that a practitioner can follow

the progression of the method.

Regarding claim 13, Rajagopal in \aew of Sengupta does not expressly disclose:

A method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the step of flooding the OCN cx)mpnses the steps of:

retrieving the list of all optical nodes \\\ the OCN from tlie CN (Control Network) topolog}'

information; and

sending messages to all the optical nodes enquiring whether they have processed the wavekey

corresponding to the light path; and

requesting all the nodes that have detected the wavekey to I'eply back to the stait node with an

affirmative acknowledgenient.

Regarding the letrieving limitation, it is obvious for.a Global Discovery procedure to retrieve a list

of all optical nodes in an OCN. One of ordinaiy skill in the ait would have been motivated to do this so

that the Global Discoveiy procedure can know which network elements (e.g., nodes) exist in the network.

It is also obvious to receive such a list from Contiol Network topology information since topologx-

information conventionally includes a list of all nodes in a network.

Regarding the sending messages limitation and the requesting limitation, Sengupta teaches

sending messages to some optical nodes enquiring whether they have processed a wavekey cori-esponding

to a light path (Sengupta, Fig. 3, section "Lightpath Establishment" on p. 50-51, bridging paragraph,

notice the label request in Fig. 3 and the "path identifier" on p. 51, col. 1, full paragraph) and requesting

some nodes that have detected the wavekey to reply back with an affirmative acknowledgement

(Sengupta, label response in Fig. 3). As a Global Discovery procedure generally applies to all nodes in a

networ k, it follows that it would be obvious to apply Sengupta's teachings to all the nodes in the network.

Regarding claim 15, Rajagopal in view of Sengupta does not expressly disclose:

A method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the step of constructing lists of optical nodes detected

Aia local neighbour discovery compiises the steps of:
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sending messages to all neighbouring nodes discovered via the CN (Control Network) topology

information enquiring whether thej' have processed the wavekey corresponding to the light path; and

requesting all the nodes that have detected and processed the wavekey to request their

neighbouring nodes (discovered \na the CN topolog}^ information) to reply back to the start node if they

hav^e processed the wavekey.

Regarding the nodes discovered via CN topology information, it is obvious for a Local Discoveiy

procedure to discover the nodes via CN topology information since topology information conventionally

identifies nodes in a network, including neighboring nodes.

Regarding the sending messages limitation and the requesting limitation, Sengupta teaches

sending messages to some optical nodes enquiring whether they have processed a wavekey corresponding

to a light path (Sengupta, Fig. 3, section "Lightpath Establishment" on p. 50-51, bridging paragraph,

notice the label request in Fig. 3 and the "path identifier" on p. 51, col. i, 1^^ full paragraph) and requeuing

some nodes that have detectedand processed the wavekey to I'eply back to a stait node if they have

|.)rocessed the wavekey (Sengupta, label response from neighboring nodes in Fig. 3). As a Ix)cal Discoveiy

procedure generally applies to neighboring nodes in a netvvork, it follows that it would be ob\nous to apply

Sengupta's teachings to neighboring nodes in the network.

Regarding claims 19-20, 22-25, 27, and 29, claims 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, and 29 are

S3'Stem claims that introduce limitations tiiat correspond to the limitations introduced by method claims

4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 15, respectively. Therefore, the recited steps in method claims 4-5, 7-10, 13, and 15

read on the corresponding means in system claims 19-20, 22-25, 27, and 29.

Couchtsion

8. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

Perkins et al. is cited to sho^v a method and an apparatus for an optical connnunication network that

comprises a trace procedure (SONET includes trace capabilities), a procedure for identifying a potential

light path (Figs. 6-7), and a procedure for netvvork topology discover}' (Fig. 3).
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9. Any inquiiy concerning this coninuinication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to David S. Kim whose telephone number is 571-272-3033- The examiner can normally be

reached on Mon.-Fri. 9 AM to 5 PM (EST).

if attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supenisor,

ICenneth N. Vanderpuye can be reached on 571-272-3078. The fax phone number for the organization

where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

1 nfor-mation regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status infonnation for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublislied appHcations is available

through Private PAI R only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

iUisiness Center (liBC) at 866-21.7-9197 (toll-free), if you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Semce Representative or access to the automated infoi mation system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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